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About Mahonia Early Learning Forest Kindergarten  

 

 
Contact Us:  

We would love to hear from you! Give us a ring or send us a note with any questions, thoughts, 

ideas, feedback. Whatever it is you have to share, we would like to hear it.  

 

Phone - 440.479.4813 

Email - info.edenacres@gmail.com 

Web - www.edenacres.org 

 

Mission 

We foster the development of the whole child through emergent, child-centered learning            

through play, exploration, and discovery in the natural world.  

 

Vision 

We envision a community that cares for the Earth and for people, where children and families                

have the resources and support necessary to live, happy, healthy, and abundant lives. Our goal               

is ecological literacy for all learners in our community. We acknowledge that there are many               

access points to addressing a changing climate, to increasing academic achievement, and            

improving the lives of children and families. We have chosen education as our focal point               

because we believe that education is the means by which we pass culture from one generation                

to the next. Mahonia Forest Kindergarten is one of four programs we offer that work towards                

creating a more happy, healthy, and abundant community.  

 

Values  

Emergent Learning - Children are naturally curious, asking questions and discovering the world             

around them through their senses, play, and exploration. Our curriculum is responsive to             

children’s interests in order to create meaningful learning experiences.  

 

Emotional & Physical Safety - We create safe places where children can thrive while being able                

to engage in reasonable risk-taking during play.  

 

Families - Families carry and pass down their wisdom from generation to generation. We honor               

the beautiful diversity of families and encourage family involvement through participation in            

annual celebrations and festivals, volunteering, and family classes, workshops, and events.  

 

mailto:info.edenacres@gmail.com
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Excellence - We use methods and practices that are evidence-based and supported by quality              

data in order to cultivate learning. Our staff are educated and experienced in a variety of areas                 

that enable a diverse learning experience.  

 

Nurturing Individuality - Your little ones are unique. We embrace and encourage each child’s              

uniqueness by providing kids with a variety of experiences and choices. Our educators work              

hard to inspire and nurture individuality, one connection at a time.  

 

Program Philosophy  

Children are intrinsically motivated to learn. They do so though play and exploring the world               

around them. At Mahonia, we foster a child’s natural sense of wonder as we gently move                

between instructor-led and child-driven play and activities. Academic concepts of numeracy,           

literacy, culture, and science are seamlessly integrated into our daily rhythms. We have chosen              

the forest as our classroom because research shows that experiences in nature are essential for               

the healthy growth and development of children. Abundant time in natural settings yields long              

term benefits in children’s cognitive, emotional, and social development. On top of all that,              

nature is the perfect place to learn about the world we live in. The natural world provides the                  

living context in which to learn about cycles, interdependence, energy and resources, scale and              

limits, diversity, succession, and sustainability. space where children can explore the natural            

world & learn to ask relevant questions, develop problem-solving skills & processes for thinking              

and searching for answers, & learn how to live, work, & communicate cooperatively. 

 

We create a setting where children can grow into citizens of the world; respecting all cultures,                

creatures, and environments. Our curriculum emerges from each child’s unique needs and            

aptitudes that provide children with the skills they need to be prepared for kindergarten.              

Children learn to self-regulate and navigate interactions with friends and others. Instructors            

“follow the child,” learning and responding each child’s uniqueness. We maintain a high child to               

staff ratio so children have more opportunities for meaningful interaction. At Mahonia, we             

create an atmosphere where children can explore the natural world, learn to ask relevant              

questions, develop problem-solving skills, and learn how to live, work, and communicate            

cooperatively.  

 

Curriculum  

Our curriculum is based off of the High Scope educational approach which is based on Piaget’s                

intellectual development theory. The program is founded in broad, realistic educational           

experiences geared to children’s current stages of development, to promote the constructive            

processes of learning necessary to broaden emerging intellectual and social/emotional skills.           

We use a plan-do-review technique where children are active participants in determining and             

reviewing their exploration for the day.  
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We celebrate that children learn through hands-on and minds-on experiences by providing            

opportunities each day for your child to select, explore, and practice skills. What may look like                

“just play” to an adult is a child actively learning. Through play, a child develops problem                

solving, social skills, self-regulation, language skills, and motor skills.  

 

 

 

Activities we use to teach reading, writing, math, and science 

Reading 
Storytelling 
Using complex language 
Reading aloud 
Journaling  
Singing together 
Cooking 
Writing in front of the 
children 
Using different languages  
Providing children with 
opportunities to engage 
with books, maps, and keys 

Math  
Counting objects 
Identifying and creating 
patterns 
Reading numbers in front of 
children 
Sorting  
Measuring 
Songs with counting  
Comparing and contrasting 
Discussing time 
Writing numbers 

Science 
Child-led exploration 
Asking open-ended questions 
Discussing the changing 
natural world around them 
Seasonally appropriate 
games, songs, activities 
Using magnifying glasses 
Following and identifying 
animal tracks 
Growing food and herbal 
medicine in the garden 
Forming hypotheses 
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How do we teach social/emotional skills? 

We foster the development 
of the whole child. In 
addition to academic 
learning, children will 
develop executive functions, 
social skills, and 
self-regulation for lifelong 
success.  

Social/Emotional Skills  
Predictable and trustworthy daily rhythm  
Group play and cooperative learning  
Promote culturally-rich classes with children from different 
communities sharing and supporting each other 
Cultivate emotional literacy and empathy to develop 
self-esteem  
Nurture self-expression, creativity, and reflection  
Encourage family involvement to help students appreciate the 
wisdom of their families 
Peer encouragement 
Make and experience consequences of choices 
Provide a supportive, safe learning environment that 
encourages discovery, inquiry, and experimenting 

 

About Mahonia Early Learning Forest School  

 
 

Our Educators  

When hiring teachers and administrators for our programs, we value diverse education and life              

experiences. We look for staff members who have a passion for working with young children               

and their families. The foundation of our teaching team is built upon staff members who:  

● Are knowledgeable about developmentally appropriate practices for early        

childhood learners.  

● Are prepared to share their life experiences, talents and interests.  

● Enjoy the outdoors and have a personal connection to the natural world.  

● Professional, creative and passionate individuals, experienced in fostering the         

whole child and developing a child-driven curriculum.  

 

Teacher to Student Ratio 

We believe in the importance of maintaining high standards regarding staff to student ratios.              

We also believe that the process of developing meaningful relationships with the outdoors is              

best achieved in small groups. Therefore our class sizes have a maximum of 14 students with                

two teachers and potentially one or two interns for a maximum student-teacher ratio of 7:1. 
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Pacific University Volunteers and Interns 

Students from various Pacific University departments will be joining us throughout the school             

year as volunteers and interns. We aim to have one regular intern that works with us for a                  

minimum of one semester. These students will either be receiving credit through Pacific             

University or they will be volunteering their time. Additional volunteer opportunities for Pacific             

University students will be made available through the Center for Civic Engagement, which             

coordinates service-learning opportunities for Pacific University students in partnership with          

organizations like ours to contribute to the greater community. All student volunteers and             

interns are required to pass a state and federal background check before working with our               

programs.  

 

Dundee Lodge 
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Dundee Lodge is a rustic retreat built in 1920 located in Gaston, Oregon, about 15 minutes                

south of Forest Grove. The old log cabin has been renovated and is used for group gatherings                 

and retreats, community events/house concerts, weddings, and EdenAcres Mahonia Forest          

Kindergarten and Homeschool Nature Days. The lodge is surrounded by 10 acres where a              

natural stream runs through a lush native forest, opening up into a small forest pond teeming                

with frogs, butterflies, birds, and forest life. There is also a garden, chickens, barn, trails, and                

fields.  

 

The lodge is located near Hagg Lake at 50845 SW Dundee Rd, Gaston, OR 97119. It is                 

approximately 15 minutes from Forest Grove. Families in our programs come from as far as               

Tigard, Portland, and Sherwood. We encourage families to carpool. If you are interested in              

carpooling, give us a call or send us an email.  

 

Mahonia Daily Rhythm 

 

 

A typical day:  

 

8:50 am Arrival Both adults and children sign-in. After greeting teachers 

and friends, students enjoy free exploration.  

9:00 am Group Meeting Children take part in conversation, engage in music and 

movement activities, interact with stories and participate 

in other whole-group activities. 

9:30 Small Group Adult-directed activities based on children’s interests that 

often introduce materials or promote new skills. Working 

in small groups provides students the opportunity to ask 

questions while allowing teachers to evaluate each child’s 

needs and progress.  

10:30 Snack  Teachers and students eat healthy foods “family style” 

while enjoying each other’s company.  

10:40 Active Outdoor 

Exploration & 

Choice Time 

Students will hike and explore, then have opportunity for 

the “plan-do-review sequence” unique to HighScope 

Curriculum. It includes time for children to plan what they 
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want to do during choice time (the area to visit, materials 

to use and friends to play with); choice time for children 

to carry out their plans (or shift to new activities that 

interest them); and finally time for reviewing and 

recalling with an adult and other children what they've 

done and learned. Students will be able to choose from 

activities including: building, art, sensory, science and 

discovery, writing, reading, dramatic play, music and 

movement.  

11:40  Lunch  Teachers and students eat healthy foods “family style” 

while enjoying each other’s company.  

11:50 Circle Time & Story  Teachers and students sit together for a story. We choose 
stories that are seasonal, cultural, and imaginative. 
Children can continue their lunches as they listen to the 
story.  

12:15 Departure  Adults sign out students and have the opportunity to 

check in with teachers. 

 

Adjusting to Forest School  

Starting school is a big step for most kids. Some children are excited to participate and they                 

easily acclimate to class. Other children are nervous at first but quickly ‘warm up’ as they get                 

engaged in activities. Still others may have a longer adjustment period as they gradually              

become comfortable with a new environment and expectations. There is no right way for a               

child to “adjust” to preschool. Our expectations are open-ended and we understand your child              

will acclimate in their own unique way. Occasionally a child who is eager at first may have                 

difficulty later upon realizing the change is a permanent one. This adjustment is not necessarily               

related to a child’s maturity level; every child handles new situations in his or her own way. We                  

acknowledge these differences and provide support and encouragement to help each child            

adjust to our program. As a parent/guardian, you have unique insight as to how your child                

reacts to new settings. There are many ways to prepare your child for class, such as talking                 

about it at least one week before school starts. “Next week you’ll be going to The Mahonia                 

Forest School! Won’t that be fun?!” As your child asks questions, answer them honestly.              

“You’re going to meet animals, sing songs, make art, go on adventures and learn new things —                 

you will have lots of fun!” Try to address the upcoming change in as natural a way as possible                   

and acknowledge your child’s feelings about it.  
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Your child’s first day  

One thing you may want to consider is coming to one of our summer celebrations and/or the                 

Forest School Welcome Potluck with your child prior to the start of school. This may alleviate                

some trepidation about unfamiliar settings. If you would like your child to meet with her or his                 

teachers previous to the start of school, you are welcome to schedule a time to stop by. When                  

you drop your child off, assure her or him that you will be excited to hear all about the day                    

when it is time to be picked up. You might even give your child a challenge: “While you are in                    

class today, pick your favorite thing to tell me about — I can’t wait to hear about your day!” If                    

your child is experiencing a very difficult transition, please share your concerns with the teacher               

so that she/he can help provide a smooth and happy experience.  

 

Saying Goodbye 

Figuring out the best way to support your child at drop-off can be anxiety-inducing process for                

parents as well as children. It is important to recognize that if a child does not know when the                   

parent is leaving, there can be constant stress waiting for that moment and she/he may never                

fully settle. If you or your child is concerned about saying goodbye, we are more than happy to                  

work with you to make a plan ahead of time. The most important thing is to tell your child                   

exactly what will happen and then follow through decisively. Planning and practicing a routine              

the night before can be comforting for everyone involved. Let them learn how to let go and find                  

their rhythm, make friends, and discover their favorite school-time activities while also            

communicating your confidence that they will do fine. When it comes time to say goodbye,               

trust that doing just that is the best course of action. It can be difficult to walk away on that first                     

day of school, but in so doing you will assure your child that it is alright for them to do the same                      

and join in with their peers. A quick, direct exit will provide secure boundaries for your child                 

and signal to them that you are confident they are going to be happy and safe. 

Policies & Procedures 

 

 

Sessions  

Families can choose to enroll their child in the two or three day per week sessions. We offer a                   

Tuesday/Wednesday class and a Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday class. Both classes begin in          

September and run through June with winter and spring breaks.  

 

Open House Family Festival September 8th  

First day of class September 11th  

Thanksgiving break November 20th - 22nd 

Winter break December 11th - January 10th 
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Return from winter break January 14th 

Lunar new year celebration February 5th  

Spring break March 25th - 29th  

Earth week April 22nd - 26th  

Last week of class June 18th - 20th  

End of year celebration June 22nd  

 

Tuition 

$300/month for the 3 day/week class or $280/month for the 2 day/week class. A $100 deposit                

is required to reserve your child’s spot. Tuition is based on a 10 month calendar, September -                 

June. Families are encouraged to pay the full tuition prior to the first day of class but monthly                  

payment plans are also available. Monthly installments are due by the last Thursday of each               

month. Scholarships are available. If you feel that the cost is restrictive, then you probably               

qualify for a scholarship. Please apply online at www.edenacres.org  

 

 

 

Withdrawal Policy  

If you choose to withdraw your child from Mahonia Early Learning Forest School, you must fill                

out a 30-Day Notice of Withdrawal form (available upon request). This form must be signed by                

the preschool director and submitted at least 30 days in advance of your child’s intended date                

of withdrawal. You will pay for your child’s final month and forfeit the last month’s tuition paid                 

at the time of enrollment. If you paid the full tuition up front you will be reimbursed the                  

remaining months minus a 10% processing fee and the last month’s tuition or your deposit. If                

http://www.edenacres.org/
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you are on a payment plan, you will pay the final month and forfeit the last month’s tuition paid                   

at the time of enrollment.  

 

School closures  

As an entirely outdoor program, the Mahonia Early Learning Forest School is more affected by               

extreme weather than indoor schools. As much as possible, we will follow Forest Grove School               

District for inclement weather closings. However, as your children’s safety and learning            

experience is paramount to us, on occasion inclement weather may cause the limitation or              

cancellation of school hours independent of the public school system. In case of closure, we will                

always do our best to notify you as far in advance as possible. Delays and cancellations will be                  

posted on our website and sent to parents by email. If the school should need to close early                  

due to weather you will be notified by phone.  

 

Open Door Policy  

Parents are always welcome! Parents may visit at any time but visits need to be pre arranged                 

with your forest school teacher. While visiting, we ask that parents observe and encourage              

their child to adhere to school rules and routines. In order to assure as smooth a transition as                  

possible, we ask that you refrain from visiting during the first month of school. This is a special                  

time, both for your child and the staff. We do ask that if you plan on bringing friends or other                    

family members to visit that you pre arrange.  

 

How to Get Involved 

We always appreciate parents who can help with cooking projects, join us for a walk, read a                 

story, or share something special about themselves with the class. Please discuss these             

possibilities with your child’s teacher.  

 

Opportunities to be involved include:  

● Cultural Celebrations Photography  

● Reading to students  

● Marketing assistance  

● Musical presentations  

● Chaperoning  

● Birthdays 

 

Communication 

An open line of communication enriches the educational experience of our students and is an               

essential element for building partnerships. Your input is important to us. We are always happy               

to schedule time to discuss any academic, social, emotional, or developmental questions either             

by phone, e-mail or in person. Please keep the lines of communication open with us and let us                  
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know of any significant events in your child's life. Visitors, work trips, moving, new babies,               

divorce, illness or death can affect children in class. When we are informed about these               

changes we are better equipped to offer support and encouragement to your child.  

 

 

Being Prepared 

 
 

Weather  

A forest school, by its very nature, is exposed to the elements. The meaningful experiences               

students gain from interacting with various forms of weather is invaluable and a core part of                

the program. During extreme dangerous weather such as high winds, thunderstorms, and            

extreme cold, we will take shelter inside the barn or the main hall of the lodge. Under all other                   

circumstances, parents should expect that their children will spend the duration of school             

outdoors. If a student is not suitably dressed for the weather, parents may be contacted to                

bring appropriate gear and/or pick the child up from school.  

 

Clothing Suggestions 

If we can be warm and comfortable in our clothing, then we can be outside in any weather. As                   

the oft-repeated forest school slogan goes: “there is no bad weather, only bad clothing”.              

Wearing the right clothes for the weather is crucial to ensuring everyone has a good               

experience. Encouraging your child to be a part of the experience of picking out their “special”                

forest school clothes will help ensure the process of getting dressed in the morning goes               

smoothly.   Here is what we recommend:  

 

All Year  

● Comfortable, warm and waterproof footwear  

● Clothing that can get muddy and dirty  

● Loose fitting clothing for easy movement  

● Rain pants and jacket that is either worn or stored at school daily **(Please don’t buy                

rain pants with suspenders or full body suits! It makes it very difficult for your child to                 

use the bathroom.)**  

● Minimum 1 pair of extra clothes stored in students’ backpack (i.e. underwear, pants,             

shirts, and thick socks).  

● A water bottle  

 

Winter Months  
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● Head: warm, non-cotton hat.  

● Torso: loose fitting non-cotton long underwear, fleece jacket + other warm layers as             

needed, raincoat with hood. Hands: warm, waterproof mittens that are easy to take on              

and off.  

● Legs: loose fitting non-cotton long underwear, fleece or other warm non-cotton           

pants to wear underneath rain pants.  

● Feet: non-cotton, preferably wool socks and warm, waterproof boots (we recommend           

Bogs Boots or similar)  

 

Resources for Forest School Gear 

www.oakiwear.com 

www.bogsfootwear.com 

www.landsend.com 

www.sierratradingpost.com 

www.rei.com 

http://wildtalesof.com/howtodresskidsforcoldandrainyweather/ 

 

Labeling  

Please label all removable clothing and other belongings with your child’s name, accidents             

happen and it’s easy for clothes to get mixed up.  

 

Accidents 

If your child does have an accident we will send the clothes home in a labeled plastic bag at the                    

end of the day.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.oakiwear.com/
http://www.bogsfootwear.com/
http://www.landsend.com/
http://www.sierratradingpost.com/
http://www.rei.com/
http://wildtalesof.com/howtodresskidsforcoldandrainyweather/

